Want to be Noticed at ACHEMA?

The ‘Achema 2015 Preview Feature’ gives exhibitors at Achema the opportunity to make the most of their attendance and encourage visitor traffic to their stand. This special preview feature within the April issue of International Labmate will highlight the history and success of the show to our readers who visit the event each year. More importantly it will showcase the companies that are exhibiting in 2015.

Make sure your company is included to GUARANTEE SUCCESS at the show!

Example of a company profile within the Preview Feature

INTERNATIONAL LABMATE

For over 40 years, International Labmate has been providing manufacturers of scientific equipment with ideal platforms to market their products. Various markets are covered by each publication title: International Labmate, Labmate UK & Ireland, Lab Asia, Chromatography Today, International Environmental Technology, Asian Environmental Technology, Petro Industry News, Measurement Analysis China and Pollution Solutions. The company also provides a variety of other successful platforms for reaching the scientific community including the exhibitions WWEM, PEFTEC, CEM and the AQE show and online platforms such as E-Bulletins, banner advertising and Electronic Direct Marketing.

Email: info@intlabmate.com or sales@intlabmate.com

THREE THINGS TO DO NOW:

1. Please tick your chosen option:
   - 100 words + Stand No. £150 €210 $240
   - 100 words + plus logo/product pic + stand no. £230 €320 $265
   - FREE as I am a display advertiser in this issue*

*This option is only available to display advertisers within the April issue.

If you require a proposal for advertising please contact Chris Jarvis: chris@intlabmate.com

2. Please return your form via:
   - Email: gwyneth@intlabmate.com
   - Fax: +44 (0) 1727 855722

3. Please email your 100 word company profile, plus any required images to: gwyneth@intlabmate.com (jpeg, eps or tiff files accepted).

Details for Publication

Company............................................................................................................ Achema Stand Number.............................................................................
Email Address................................................................................................... Web Address..........................................................................................